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This page contains an advertisement for an exhibition of works by Blake and information about reprints of numbers 1-13 of the Blake Newsletter, along with a report on the 1974 MLA Blake Seminar.

**Newsletter Reprints**

We have now reprinted the early issues of the Blake Newsletter, numbers 1-13, originally printed and published at Berkeley from 1967 to 1970. In order that all our subscribers who need the reprints may have them at a reasonable price, we have designed a reduced--not abridged--format that compresses all the early issues into two printed parts of slightly more than 50 pages each. We think you will find that the format makes the reprinted issues quite simple to consult.

Both parts of the reprint series are now ready for mailing:

- **Part I, Numbers 1-8, 1967-69**
  $5 (special price of $4 for individuals)

- **Part II, Numbers 9-13, 1969-70**
  $5 (special price of $4 for individuals)

Please send your order to:

- Reprints
- Morris Eaves
- Department of English
- University of New Mexico
- Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

Make all checks out to the Blake Newsletter.

**Report: 1974 MLA Blake Seminar**

"Perspectives on Jerusalem" was the topic of this year's seminar, at which Edward J. Rose presided. Three essays, each representing a different approach to the poem, furnished the material for discussion. (These essays appeared in a special edition of Blake Studies, Vol. 7, No. 1, prior to the conference.) Methodological considerations are especially pertinent to Jerusalem, where Blake, in creating his system, draws on such a diversity of sources--philosophical, scientific, historical, religious, artistic, and literary.

E. B. Murray's "Jerusalem Reversed," briefly summarized by Rose, presents a structural approach. Murray states that reversals are intrinsic to the poem's meaning. Applying this idea and concentrating his attention on Vala, he holds that she represents hate or a reversal of Luvah. Those present at the seminar agreed that reversal is indeed a recurrent motif in the poem; there was some disagreement, however, about his analysis of Vala. It was pointed out that despite his strong insistence upon critics always sticking to the text, Murray himself had not done so; he explains not the name Vala but Vah-Lu. "Vah-Lu is Vala and La-Va is Luvah," he concludes. Since Murray was not on hand to explain the large concepts on which his meaning depends, there was no further discussion of his essay. Unfortunately, only one author of the essays selected for discussion was present; exploration of the proposed subject therefore was often limited.